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mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily consti-
tute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
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research. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
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sponsoring entities.
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Both the cover photo and the photograph
to the left show Research Associate Leon
Waxer operating an LLE-designed IR
streak camera. This camera was used
extensively for collecting data required
to activate the new 2-D SSD system
reported on in this LLE Review. The
flexibility of this instrument along with
a built-in control system allowed for
rapid configuration changes from ac-
quiring data in the SSD driver area (single
beam at 64-mm diameter) to beamline
output measurements. Dr. Waxer is
shown measuring the amplitude modu-
lation induced by SSD near the output of
the OMEGA beamlines where the aper-
ture is 200 mm in diameter and the cam-
era must be operated with multiple input
slit orientations.


